
directions:
 1. You can use a dinner plate to trace the outer circle of your wreath, 

and a saucer or smaller plate to trace the inside circle of your 
wreath. Cut the wreath out.

 2. Wrap your wreath in burlap ribbon, tacking down the beginning 
ribbon end with hot glue. Be careful to not push on the burlap 
ribbon with your fingers, or the hot glue may ooze through and 
burn you.

 3. Slightly overlap your layers of burlap as you wrap, making sure 
your whole wreath is covered. If it doesn’t go to the end, try making 
your layers shallower. Tack down the end of the ribbon with  
hot glue.

 4. Cut a yellow sunburst about 2" across. Cut a slightly smaller 
orange circle. Glue the orange circle onto the sunburst with your 
glue stick.

 5. Cut the grey cardstock into a boulder with a flat bottom, about 11/2" 
tall by 2¾" wide. Cut a round tomb door using black card stock and 
glue it on the flat-bottomed boulder. Cut out a small U-shape from 
the grey cardstock, about ¾" by ¾", and glue over the black circle 
as a doorframe for the tomb.

 6. Cut an outer tomb door (the stone that rolled away) out of the grey 
cardstock and glue it one quarter of the way over the tomb door to 
show an empty tomb.

 7. Cut a narrow strip of brown for the base of the tomb. Glue stick it 
onto the bottom of the tomb.

 8. Hot glue your sun to the top of the wreath.

 9. Hot glue your tomb to the bottom of the wreath.

 10. Using a dab of hot glue for each, make three crosses with your 
sticks: two short and one tall.

 11. Flip your wreath over, and glue your crosses in a row behind the 
tomb, making the center cross taller than the other two.

 12. Make a small loop with the burlap ribbon and hot glue it to the 
back of the wreath. Let the glue dry before hanging your wreath.

Enjoy your wreath as it reminds you of a very important event: 
Jesus died for our salvation and was resurrected.
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SCRIPTURE
Matthew 27, 
Matthew 28

Supplies:
• Foamboard wreath

• Burlap ribbon

• Scissors

• Hot glue gun 

• Hot glue sticks

• Twigs for crosses  
(six 4" sticks)

• Glue stick

• Cardstock paper: brown,  
black, gray, yellow, orange 

Adult assistance is suggested.


